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The use of vapes by America’s 
youth is increasing at alarming 
rates

More than 5 million youth report 
having used an vape in the past 
30 days, with nearly 1 million 
reporting daily use 

The long-term health effects of 
vaping remains largely unknown

BACKGROUND
THE VAPING EPIDEMIC



BACKGROUND
PRIOR 
EFFORTS

THE REAL COST 
CAMPAIGN -- 2014

TRUTH INITIATIVE -- 1999

- Educated at-risk teens about 

harmful effects of cigarette 

smoking

- Fear-based tactics and aesthetics 

- Prevented 587,000 youth 

nationwide from initiating smoking 

between 2014-2016.

- Non-profit “dedicated to achieving 

a culture where all youth and 

young adults reject tobacco .”

- Launched “Safer ≠ Safe” campaign 

against vaping 2018

- Prevented more than 30,000 US 

youth from becoming smokers 

from 2015-2016



The purpose of the campaign is to decrease the 

number of overall UNC female students ages 18-24 

who vape, specifically preventing those who are social 

vapers from becoming more frequent or addicted 

vapers by quitting now.

Social and frequent vapers will benefit.

PURPOSE
VAPING 
CESSATION



TARGET AUDIENCE
PRIMARY
-Female UNC students 
aged 18-24 who frequently 
or socially vape

FEMALES
-Initiate vaping for social reasons
-NC 30-day female vaping on the rise

-3% more than males
-NC female frequency vaping on the rise

-29% more than males
-UNC

60%+ UNC students have vaped in the past 30 days

SECONDARY
-Non-vapers
-Women in different age groups
-Men ages 18-24
-High school students



STRENGTHS
Current Alliances

- The NC Tobacco 

Prevention and Control 

Branch will be crucial in 

better supporting our 

social marketing campaign

Distribution Channels
- We can reach the entire 

state+ through social 

media

Resources
- Existing UNC research

S



WWEAKNESSES
Resources

- There is little information 

known about this 

demographic

Distribution Channels

- Our social media 

accounts are relatively 

young and do not have a 

large following



O OPPORTUNITIES

Policy
- Policy change
- Increasing the age to vape 
- Including vaping in addiction 

programs 

Economic
- Expensive habit

Resources
- Social media algorithms



TTHREATS
Cultural

- The campaign may not be taken 
seriously

- It’s “cool to Juul” & “safer” than 
cigarettes

Technological
- The algorithm on Instagram and 

other social media platforms 

Political/Legal
- FDA is not regulating this

Economic
- Big Tobacco pumping money into 

Juul

Demographic
- Younger people care less about 

health



CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES

KNOWLEDGE

BELIEF

BEHAVIOR

- Not vaping is socially acceptable, less expensive, and sanitary

- Increase the percentage of our target audience who know this by 
40% within a year based on seeing our messages

- Proximally, visit our platforms to spark impressions and shares. 
Distally, stop vaping entirely before becoming frequent vapers

- Behavior: Increase the percentage of our target audience who 
stop vaping completely by 10% within one year

- Belief: Increase the percentage of our target audience who 
believe that not vaping is less expensive, sanitary and socially 
acceptable by 15% within one year based on behavioral change 
consideration



Formative Research Focus Group
1. Vaping is a social problem

2. Vapers aren’t proud of their habits and don’t want others to vape

3. People start vaping for social reasons but continue vaping due to a variety 

of reasons

Message Testing Focus Group
1. The aesthetic of the creative was effective for the target audience

2. Health effects really resonated, but not the ones we expected

3. The overall cost of continuing to vape resonated

4. Recommendations for messaging placed on tangible goods

FORMATIVE
RESEARCH
FOCUS GROUP 
TESTING



INSIGHTS

“My life was fine before I juuled”

“I hated myself for doing it”

“It’s kind of embarrassing to hit it in public”

“I wouldn’t be the reason they (younger siblings) started 

to vape”

“The primary reason I tried to quit is because it’s dumb 

expensive”

“There’s no awareness about the addiction”

“It made me  feel sick all the time”

“I noticed a difference in my lungs and I like to run”

“I would get really bad anxiety attacks and I think nicotine             

was a factor”



BEHAVIOR 
ADOPTION

PERCEIVED BARRIERS

COMPETITION

Quit Vaping 

- Vape dependence

- Societal perceptions of 

vaping habits among our 

target population

- General lack of disregard 

surrounding the health 

effects of vaping

Vaping
- Benefits

- stress relief, social 
normalcy, and easy 
access

- Costs
- financial cost, unknown 

health effects, and 
short-term illness



POSITIONING 
STATEMENT
We want female UNC students ages 
18-24 to see not vaping as socially 
acceptable, less expensive, sanitary, and 
as more important and beneficial than 
vaping.



THE PRODUCTS

CORE PRODUCT

ACTUAL PRODUCT

AUGMENTED PRODUCT

Target audience will benefit from quitting financial gains, 
reducing immediate health risks from the spread of germs, 
and strong feelings of social acceptance 

Print posters, buttons, stickers, fidget spinners, and cups

A campaign that utilizes a grassroots approach with 
college-aged brand ambassadors acting as a primary voice 
on campus

Social media campaign and affiliate website 



www.ejectthejuul.com

https://docs.google.com/file/d/19opVM5EsIgQlZxBTieFrgjU6NAIp-efF/preview




PRICE
COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH 
VAPING CESSATION

- Social implications

- Comfort and other perceived 

benefits of vaping

- Nicotine withdrawal

BENEFITS ASSOCIATED 
WITH VAPING CESSATION

- Monetary incentive

- Health benefits



PROMOTION
CAMPUS AND SOCIAL SETTINGS

COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
- Midstream audiences and student ambassadors

- Social media, print ads, web, and peer-to-peer marketing through 

special events

CREATIVE
- Bold, neon color scheme of yellow, magenta, and white, 

relating to our young, vibrant target audience



- The target market will  acquire tangible 
objects like buttons and stickers on campus 
in areas of major traffic.

- Peer ambassadors will  speak on campus at 
events or club meetings that are health or 
female oriented about behavior change

- The website will have information on 
quitlines and texting services to aid in 
vaping cessation

PLACE
SOCIAL SETTINGS



PROCESS EVALUATION 
SURVEY AT 6 MONTHS

OUTCOME EVALUATION 
SURVEY AT 12 MONTHS

ANNUAL UNC & NC 
EVALUATIONS

- Reach

- Resonation with target audience

- Interaction with campaign is associated 

with the target behavior change

- Change in behavior and attitudes

- Interaction with campaign associated 

with target behavior change

- 2021 vaping UNC MEJO survey

- NC Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance 

System

- NC Youth Tobacco Survey 

#EJECT
THE
JUUL

CAMPAIGN 
EVALUATION



BUDGET
ITEM PRICE

Product-related Costs
Buttons, stickers, fidget spinners, water 
bottles, posters

$5,000

Price-related Costs $0

Place-related Costs

Website Development/Maintenance $25,000

Promotion-related Costs $0

Student Ambassadors $0

Marketing Manager $10,000

Evaluation-related Costs

Follow Up Research $10,000

Program Manager $25,000

TOTAL $75,000



IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
2020 PREP Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept

Website development          

Peer Ambassador Recruiting

Product Development

2020-2021 LAUNCH Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept
Website launch and 
maintenance             
Print Campaign

Health-related Messaging             
Monetary-related 

Messaging

Public Relations

Ambassador Training             
Ambassador Campus 

Events             
Social Media  

Facebook             

Twitter             

Instagram

Evaluation



IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

2021 EVALUATION Oct Nov Dec

Evaluation data collection

Evaluation data analysis

Evaluation Dissemination



QUESTIONS?


